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(THIS BOOK CAN BE READ AS A STANDALONE NOVEL)***************************************"If you

love a good clean mystery, this will not disappoint."5.0 out of 5 stars by  Customer5.0 out of 5 stars

ByRebecca H.on April 20, 2016I ADORE THESE"This series has been

amazing..."*************************************** SHADOW OF DOUBT A 911 call sends Jason and

Torres out into the early morning darkness. What they find will be their worst nightmare.

Identification of the body, and the discovery of who the 911 caller was, will send Jason down a dark

path of suspicion, accusations, and fear. Ultimately, he must prove things are not as they seem, and

more importantly, remove his own SHADOW OF DOUBT.****************************************THE

FIRST 10 JASON BOOKS IN ONE SET- *AN OVER $14.00 VALUE - JUST

6.50https://www..com/Detective-Strong-Mysteries-SUSPENSE-MYSTERY-ebook/dp/B00UVYSK5M

****************************************Get a FREE copy of the ebookâ€œWHEREâ€™S MY

SON?â€•Detective Jason Strong #1Visit this

link.http://jcdalglish.webs.com/******************************** MORE FROM JOHN C. DALGLISH THE
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Detective Vanessa Layne was on suspension for striking a prisoner at the end of the previous novel

in the series. This book opens up with her finding her husband shot dead in his automotive repair

shop late at night. With a vindictive reporter writing scathing articles on the murder, Vanessa finds

herself the main suspect in the death, and it is up to her investigation partner, Detective Jason

Strong, to find a way to shift suspension. He is working with a temporary partner who is convinced

that Vanessa is guilty

I start John's books and I can't put them down until I'm finished. One great writer.

Good stories and no profanity. Wish they were a bit longer!

You are truly a great author and I have enjoyed every one on the Jason Strong books I hope you

will keep him and all of the rest of the group in other stories. I' e enjoyed every one on them. Keep

up the good work. Bonniemclaughlin48@yahoo.

Have several of Mr. Dalglish's series on my Kindle. Look for his books, they are a series I can trust

to be clean & suspenseful.

Jason Strong is working with a new, he hopes temporary partner, Diana Torres. It's not that he has

any objection to Torres; she's a good cop, and a good detective. But the reason for the change is

that Vanessa Lane is on suspension, awaiting a disciplinary hearing after she struck a suspect in a



previous case.But things are about to get much, much worse, because Strong and Torres are called

to the scene of a homicide, and the dead man is Lane's husband.He and Lane had argued earlier,

and he had asked her for a divorce.Strong and Torres have to sort through the evidence, with

Torres taking the lead, because Strong is too close to the case. Meanwhile, a very persistent, oddly

hostile reporter, who apparently has some kind of a past with Lane, is on their backs every step of

the way.It's tightly plotted, with well-developed characters, and I'm confident this series can be read

out of order because, as it happens, I'm doing that. There's enough backstory so new readers are

not lost, and we are given enough basis to care about the characters.Recommended.I received a

free copy of this audiobook, and I am reviewing it voluntarily.

Detective Vanessa Layne is on suspension from the SAPD (she hit a suspect in the face with the

butt of her gun in DEAD OF NIGHT). To make matters even worse, Rob has been sleeping at the

garage and not coming home. They need to have a discussion, but Rob seems to be avoiding her.

When he tells her why, she is understandably shocked Ã¢Â€Â” and hurt...While Vanessa is on

suspension, Detective Jason Strong is working with the newest member of the SAPD homicide

team, Detective Dianna Torres. The partnership between the two is "effective, but strained". They

are working and solving cases together, but Dianna's style is very much different than Vanessa's.

Where Vanessa was calm and methodical, Dianna is all over the place, "constantly moving, she

would talk and think at the same time, sometimes in the wrong order."In this book, the SAPD will

have to investigate "one of their own" when a spouse is shot dead. Lieutenant Eric Savage has

talked to Captain Sarah Morris and they will carefully follow procedure and do everything "by the

book" so there will be no mistakes made and no charges of favouritism just because a "person of

interest" is a cop. Doc Davis and Doc Josie have personally come to the crime scene after being

called out by Lieutenant Savage.I was engrossed in the book from the very beginning. There were a

few twists and turns Ã¢Â€Â” and a few surprises Ã¢Â€Â” like the whodunnit. I did not see that one

coming! This was the best book so far in the series and I enjoyed it immensely! As always, the book

ended on a positive note...I hope author John C. Dalglish is hard at work on the next book in this

series Ã¢Â€Â” until then, I will check out Mr. Dalglish's books in The City Murders Series...Kindle

Unlimited Member

This is another great story in the Detective Jason Strong series. It is a clean, thrilling read that

keeps you on the edge of your seat and makes you fear that Jason will loose his partner, Vanessa.

The characters in this story have depth, faults, real life problems, strong friendships and you can not



help but be attached to them. The narrator fits the audiobook well, imparting tension, doubt and

emotion into his narration. This story can be read as a stand-alone but each book has threads that

run between them building depth into both the worlds and its characters. I thoroughly enjoyed this

great detective story and look forward to another in the series. I received the audiobook at no cost

and under no obligation to review.
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